
EDUCATION 
 CAD TEXCELLE PRO PRINTED FLOORING 

Professional Software Training

NedSense NedGraphics helps clients to realize their goals. To do so, we use our expertise and know-how with 
regards to the textile & apparel market.  With over 30 years of experience in the textile industry, NedSense 
NedGraphics is able to bring integration, tailored for your core business. An important part of our approach 
entails working in organized teams of different departments. We assist and help to integrate to achieve your goals. 
NedGraphics trainers are certified to give the training and are always up to date with the latest versions. 

Industry:  Textile Design for floor covering (Printed rugs)
Customer implementation contains:
- Learn how to create rug designs from scratch, reduce scanned designs and manipulate to production 
 or presentation ready.
-  Develop rugs and wall to wall designs within the restrictions of production machinery settings 
 for Chromo Jet machines. 

Training program contains:
- Environment introduction Texcelle Pro.
-  Set-up correct sizes for different rug qualities.
-  Learning how to use all creative design tools like selection tools, smoothing, repeats for borders, 
 add/remove lines for borders, copy and mirror functions etc …
-  The use of transparency and protect colors.
- Inserting motifs into other designs (fill, copy, color wizard)
-  Special effect drawing tools  (spray, gradient file, contour, conditional color change etc …)
- Use of the color picker for making new color ways, changing colors and adding colors …
- Other useful information, shortcuts and user specified settings.

Customer benefits:
- Control in-house of the creation and production output for any rug or wall to wall designs
-  Increase, wider creativity and volume for printed carpets. 
-  Increase in creating different rug designs sizes and colors resulting in more choice and   
 customer made collections.

Goals for Certification 
A Nedgraphics Training Certificate will be issued for each participant having completed the following:
- Attended and followed the complete Nedgraphics training program.
- Assigned appropriate time and practice to deliver design and /or products suggested by the Nedgraphics   
 Trainer.
- Demonstrated adequate competence using the recommended tools and workflow.
- Delivered a finished working product
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How to contact us:

NedSense NedGraphics
Ir. D.S. Tuijnmanweg 10
4131 PN Vianen 
The Netherlands
email: info@nedgraphics.com

Software Modules:  Texcelle Pro

Training Volume:  
- 3 days 
 

Training environment requirements:
- Basic knowledge printed flooring design 
  and processes
- Recommendation max. 4 persons
  

Consultancy and Registration
For all your questions please consult
your nearest NedGraphics office 
or send your question(s) to 
education@nedgraphics.com

 

Level:
- Basic/basic-advanced/basic on-line

Location:
- At customer location 
- At a NedGraphics office
- Basic training on-line
  (not available in every country).

 


